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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
Nothing in this White Paper is an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, any tokens. ArchieNeko is publishing this White Paper solely to receive 
feedback and comments from the public. If and when ArchieNeko offers for sale any tokens (or a Simple Agreement for Future Tokens), it will do so 
through definitive offering documents, including a disclosure document and risk factors. Those definitive documents also are expected to include an 
updated version of this White Paper, which may differ significantly from the current version. Nothing in this White Paper should be treated or read as a 
guarantee or promise of how ArchieNeko’s business or the tokens will develop or of the utility or value of the tokens. This White Paper outlines current 
plans, which could change at its discretion, and the success of which will depend on many factors outside ArchieNeko’s control, including market-based 
factors and factors within the data and cryptocurrency industries, among others. Any statements about future events are based solely on ArchieNeko’s 
analysis of the issues described in this White Paper. That analysis may prove to be incorrect.
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History
When we launched the original Archie Token on ERC20, our goal was to look after our 
holders as best we could. But with the volatility in the crypto market, we were unable to 
achieve this, and our chart has suffered.

We decided as a community to follow our original road map and launch our own layer 1 
POS blockchain. This will not only mean we will be independent, but it will also help in 
supporting our upcoming metaverse (ArchieMeta).

Our aim is to step away from the current crypto ideology of making profit from holders' 
investments and move towards a revenue-based system. The way it stands at the 
moment holders can be hurt financially by hype, pump and dumps or whales.

The demand for services provided in Archie Metaverse will drive the value of Archie coin 
independent of the crypto market.

Naturally the question of what happens to the existing holders has come up a few times.

Our new layer 1 blockchain will have near-zero fees, low tokenomics and better use 
cases. Our current holders of Archie token ERC20, will be the first to migrate over to the 
new token on our very own blockchain. There will be absolutely no out of pocket cost to 
any of our holders during this transition. We will take a screenshot from etherscan on a set 
date and stop the trading of that token. We will then air drop their new token into their 
wallet at a dollar-for-dollar value, holders will not suffer financially during this transition.
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Why invest in Archie Coin?

The story of Archie is real, the story of a cute, friendly, 
and fiercely loyal kitty. Our vision for Archie is to 
generate wealth for a decentralized community in a 
safe and secure environment, leveraging
Defi protocols and to impact the globe for good, 
thereby cherishing the memory of our beloved Archie.

As I stated on the previous pages that our good 
intention was there but, the market conditions and 
decision to stay in defi market along with supporting 
and protecting private investors caused us to make 
some unfavorable decisions.

On our New Archie Coin ($ARC) in ARC Chain, we are 
just about trying to do the opposite.

ü Liquidity USDT
ü KYC
ü Audited
ü Liquidity Locked
ü Devs Wallet Locked
ü Exchanges Listings
ü Many Utilities
ü 10 Billion Max Supply

YES
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STABLE COIN OF ARCHIE CHAIN
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STABLE COIN OF ARCHIE CHAIN

In addition to the $WARC coin, ArchieChain introduces a native 
cryptocurrency - ArcCoin($ARC). This community-focused token serves as a 
primary governance token for the ArchieChain blockchain and comes with 
various use cases. It's worth noting that the entirety of the $ARC coins 
supply will be pre-mined upon the release of the main net. $ARC is used for 
fueling transactions, smart contracts, and dApps.

Total Supply: 10,000,000,000. (10 Billion)
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ArcCoin($ARC) Design
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Benef i t s  o f
Archie Coin
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Benef i t s  o f
Archie Coin

ArchieChain (ARC) is a decentralized public blockchain that has high 

performance and EVM compatibilities.

Native coin of ArchieChain (ARC) will be $ARC , which will be pooled 

against USDT for stability.  Wrapped $ARC will be known as $WARC.

Main Features of being on Archie Chain are:

üDecentralized Governance

üNear-Zero Gas fee

üPOS – Green Technology

üEVM Compatible

üFast Block Time

üCross-Chain Compatibility

üBetter awareness in the market since we share the “ARCHIE” name

And many more…
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Benef i t s  o f
Archie Coin

ARC Coin ($ARC) will have a maximum supply of 10,000,000,000 (10 Billion)
Minted prior to launch.  That will be the maximum supply for ARC Coin.

The ArchieChain project will enable users to earn yields:

The management of the validator along with their selection, reward distribution, 
and staking are all performed by the smart contracts of the protocol. These 
contracts are deployed in the genesis block. In ArchieChain, there is only one type 
of smart contract.

Staking $ARC tokens on the ArchieChain blockchain will allow stakeholders 
to secure the native blockchain and receive $ARC rewards from 
transaction fees.
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Benef i t s  o f
Archie Coin

It is very important to use the right pair of pool when we create our liquidity 
to benefit our holders' long term.  We have decided to pair against USDT.

ARC Coin ($ARC) will have a maximum supply of 10,000,000,000 (10 Billion)
Minted prior to launch.  That will be the maximum supply for ARC Coin.  We 
needed to accommodate the need of our holders on other chains, and 
we will have a wrapped ARC ($WARC) available. Users can lock their 
ArcCoin(ARC) on the cross-chain protocol to receive $WARC on the 
ArchieChain blockchain.
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Benef i t s  o f
Archie Coin

We have planned to use many exchanges to avail our coin to holders 
internationally.  Our plan is to start listing them in minor exchanges and 
work our way to major exchanges as our volume picks up

ArchiePlace, a fully functional market place to accommodate the need of 
our holders, will be launched on ARC Chain in Phase 3 (Q2 2023).  
ArchiePlace will be using $ARC as the native currency.
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Benef i t s  o f
Archie Coin

There are coins set aside for Team Members 
and Developer, and they will be delivered to 
them on a scheduled time only.  They will 
never receive all coins at the same time but, 
on a pre-set timely fashion only.  This is to 
prevent them from dumping their fair share of 
coins on holders and affect the chart.
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Benef i t s  o f
Archie Coin

In addition to the $WARC coin, ArchieChain introduces a native 
cryptocurrency - ArcCoin($ARC). This community-focused token serves as 
a primary governance token for the ArchieChain blockchain and comes 
with various use cases. It's worth noting that the entirety of the $ARC coins  
supply will be pre-mined upon the release of the main net. $ARC is used for 
fueling transactions, smart contracts, and dApps.
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Benef i t s  o f
Archie Coin

Archie Metaverse is a photo-realistic Metaverse beginning with the play to 

earn Archie Island which offers games and experiences in a photo-realistic 

virtual reality environment. Next will come e-commerce were actual 

products and services can be purchased in Archie Metaverse. And finally, a 

real estate component will be tied to actual properties in the real world 

represented in Archie Metaverse. The value of Archie Coin ($ARC) will be 

determined by the success of the Metaverse rather than buying and selling 

Archie Coin. As a result of Archie Coin gains value, so indirectly will the 

tokens listed on Archie Chain which will have liquidity tied to Wrapped 

Archie Coin (WARC)

ArcCoin ($ARC) or WarcCoin($WARC) will be 

the official currency of ArchieMeta.  You 

must hold one of these to enter to 

ArchieMeta.  More details in the ArchieMeta 

section.
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ARCHIE
Token Al locat ions

Ø Developer wallet will be locked for 1-year
Ø Liquidity will be locked for 1-year

Ø Team coins will be on a 1-year vesting program.
Ø Archie Foundation coins will be locked for 1-year.
Ø Marketing/Dex coins will only be used for 

expenses to market and list on DEX. 17

Total Supply:
10,000,000,000
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Liquidity
17%

Pre-Sale
35%

Developer
10%

Marketing
20%

Team
5%

Staking
10%

Archie Foundation
3%

Description PCT% Number of Tokens

Liquidity 17% 1,700,000,000

Pre-Sale 35% 3,500,000,000

Developer 10% 1,000,000,000

Marketing 20% 2,000,000,000

Team 5% 500,000,000

Staking 10% 1,000,000,000

Archie Foundation 3% 300,000,000

TOTAL 100% 10,000,000,000



ICO (INITIAL COIN OFFERING)
MULTI-CHAIN OFFERING
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ArcCoin BINANCE

WE GOT YOU COVERED EVERYWHERE. 
ICO SITE WILL BE ANNOUNCED IN OUR SOCIAL MEDIA SOON 

Hard Cap 
$75,000

Hard Cap 
$75,000
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ARCHIE
Road Map

u

PHASE 1
q ARC  Launched
q ArchieScan
q ArchieSwap V1
q $WARC Trading on ARC
q Launch Liquidity Pool on Multi-Chain
q Release of Everest P2E Gaming Centre

PHASE 2
q ArchieSwap V2 Multi-

Chain 
q Token/Staking Pools on 

Ethereum/Tron/Avalanch
e/Polygon/Binance 
Integration

q Listing on 
Coingecko/CMC

q Release of Royal Archie 
P2E Gaming Centre in 2D

PHASE 4
✓ Phase 2 of ArchieMeta
✓ CEX Exchange Listing

PHASE 5
✓ Phase 3 of 

ArchieMeta
✓ Archie 

Place (v2 
Multi-Chain)

✓ CEX 
Exchange 
Listing

PHASE 6
✓ ArchieMeta Phase 4
✓ Phase 1 e-Commerce

6

PHASE 3
q Make ArchieSwap a Cross-chain protocol with 

bridging function between different 
blockchains

q ArchieWallet 3 FA 
q ArchiePlace (NFT Market Place) V1
q Phase 1 ArchieMeta
q CEX Exchange Listing
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ARCHIE  CHAIN
STAKING SYSTEM/VALIDATOR
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The ArchieChain project will enable 

users to earn yields:

Staking $ARC coins on the ArchieChain

blockchain will allow stakeholders to secure

the native blockchain and receive $ARC

rewards from transaction fees.

There is a more in-depth guide on Github. If you have questions, 
contact us on social media.
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ARCHIE  CHAIN
STAKING dApp SYSTEM

The ArcCoin($ARC) or WarcCoin

($WARC) on Archie Chain (ARC) 

project will enable users to earn 

yields:

Staking $ARC/$WARC coins on the ARC 

Staking dApp will allow stakeholders to 

receive $ARC as yield.

21

ü No Staking Fees

ü Our own Safe dApp

ü Near-Zero Gas Fees

ü Generous APY (TBA)
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ArchieChain (ARC) is a decentralized public
blockchain that has high performance and
EVM compatibilities. The purpose of the
blockchain is to solve problems such as low
performance and high transactions costs
with a faster, more convenient, and lower-
cost experience.

ArchieScan is a block explorer for ARC 
ArchieScan is a service on which any user 
can view ARC network statistics. The main 
task of the platform is to display information
about the latest blocks and transactions of
the network.

ArchieSwap is a cryptocurrency exchange
which uses a decentralized network protocol.
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ArcCoin ($ARC) will be the native coin of ARC
Network.

The entirety of the $ARC coins supply
will be pre-mined upon the release of the
main net. $ARC is used for fueling 
transactions, smart contracts, and dApps.

Users can lock their ArcCoin($ARC) on the
cross-chain protocol to receive
$WARC on the ArchieChain
blockchain.
Users can use $WARC to deploy and interact
with smart contracts, pay transaction fees and
participate in the governance of ArchieChain.
Users can destroy $WARC and reclaim their
native ArcCoin($ARC).

Multi Chain DEFI Exchange that enables you
to swap 10000+ assets between 18 
Blockchains.
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Many non-utility NFTs have no real value 
other than the value a buyer or community 
believes it to have, based upon the rarity of its
collectability or current hype surrounding the
subject.
ArchieNekoNFT is connected to ArchieMeta and 
these NFTs are the workers or managers who run 
these projects and their earnings are paid to the 
NFT owners as a Passive Income via smart 
contract.

Fully functional marketplace for NFTs to 
launch with our low gas fee $ARC.

Security at the topmost priority. 3FA wallet 
with the ability to create up to 100 sub-
wallets.

ArchieMeta NFTs are created with one
thing in mind. Affordability with added
benefits to Archie holders. ArchieMeta
NFTs are based of 3D Avatar photo realistic 
models from different parts of the world.
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Archie Metaverse (Island of Archie ), a 
photorealistic metaverse island built on its
own unique Archie blockchain, a living
experience that is designed to exist
continuously and in real time, just as it does 
in the physical world.

Island of Archie is a 13000 acres (20 Sq 
Miles) island system to represent our 
ArchieMeta. From the tranquil river 
estuary, breath-taking mountains and 
sun-drenched beaches, to the modern 
and futuristic architecture of its city 
structures.

Bank of Archie is used to convert the $ARC
(Arccoin) to whatever the cash or currency
that you need to play the actual game with
in the ArchieMeta.
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ArchieMeta will have various real-world 
businesses whose real products/services will be 
mimicked in ArchieMeta.  Visitors will be able to 
purchase these products/services and have 
them shipped to their actual homes or 
businesses.  The types of products and services 
will be evaluated at a later time depending on 
how the market develops. 

SHOPPING | OUTLETS

In the 13,000 acres that make up ArchieMeta, 
there will be both Commercial Real Estate and 
Residential Real Estate.   The commercial real 
estate, consisting of the various businesses in 
ArchieMeta, is private and will never be sold.

HOMES | RENTALS

Play-2-Earn Game section will be launching in 
Q2 2023 with the exception of Everest Gaming 
Centre in Q1 of 2023.

ENTERTAINMENT | GAMES
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Team
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How to Contact US

u https://archiecoin.io/

u https://archiescan.io/

u https://archieswap.io/

u https://archiechain.io/

u https://www.archieaggregator.io/

u https://archienekonft.io/

u https://archiemetanft.com/

u https://wecarekittynft.com/
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https://twitter.com/ArchieNeko_

https://discord.gg/bKxNt6Ku3j

https://m.facebook.co
m/archiealliance

https://www.instagram.com
/archieneko/

https://www.tiktok.com/@ar
chieneko1?_t=8YTnLim81PS
&_r=1

https://www.youtube.com/
@archieneko7932

https://t.me/+25V5is_WBGc4N2Zh

https://t.me/+jhe3S8ot3zY5YmFh

24 hrs VOICE CHAT

ARC COIN

OFFICIAL MAIN TWITTER

WE CARE KITTY 

ARCHIE ALLIANCE

ARCHIE METAVERSE

ARCHIE CHAIN

https://twitter.com/wecarekitty

https://twitter.com/ArchieAlliance

https://twitter.com/ArchieMeta

https://twitter.com/ArchieChain

§ info@archieneko.com
§ sales@archieneko.com
§ marketing@archieneko.com
§ support@archieneko.com

Websites

E-MailS

Social Media

https://archieswap.io/
https://archiechain.io/
https://archienekonft.io/
https://archiemetanft.com/
https://t.me/+25V5is_WBGc4N2Zh
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